
YALE
The PLO
under Arafat
Between Gun and Olive Branch
Shaul Mishal
In this important book, a distinguished
expert on Middle East affairs explains why
the PLO has been unable to advance —
either militarily or politically — towards a
settlement capable of satisfying Palestinian
national aspirations and provides new
insights into the politics and policies of
Arafat. January lllus. £14.95

The Qashqa'i
of Iran
Lois Beck
Beck provides the first full-scale historical
and anthropological account of the
Qashqa'i — a nomadic people who occupy
a strategic area between the Persian Gulf
and the major population centres of Iran.
lllus. £30.00

American Security
Dilemmas for a Modern Democracy
Bruce D. Berkowilz
A provocative discussion of some of the
major issues affecting American national
security today, including such controversial
topics as weapons procurement, arms
control, and alliance politics. lllus. £25.00

Common Decency
Domestic Policies After Reagan
AlvinL Schorr • with a chapter by James P. Comer
Schorr presents an incisive critique of
America's social policies under the Reagan
administration and offers clear, reasonable,
and workable proposals for improving
policies in such areas as income distribution,
housing, health, and education. £20.00

Essential Works of
Socialism
Third Edition
edited by Irving Howe
This classic anthology of major works in the
development of socialist thought is now
reissued in a substantially revised edition
with five new essays.
Cloth £40.00 Paper £12.95

The Political
Mythology of
Apartheid
Leonard Thompson
"An analysis and a history of the myths on
which Afrikaner politics have been built ...
Absolutely riveting." —
Alan Ryan, Times Literary Supplement
Now in paper, £7.95

American Hostages
in Iran
The Conduct of a Crisis
Warren Christopher, Harold H. Saunders,
Gary Sick, Robert Carswell, Richard ]. Davis,
John E. Hoffman, Jr., Roberts B. Owen,
with commentaries by Oscar Schachler and
Abraham A. Ribicoff
"A fascinating book, well written and
well edited." —
Godfrey Hodgson, The Financial Times
Now in paper, £12.95

Europe between
the Superpowers
The Enduring Balance Second Edition
A. W. DePorte
"An important study from a transatlantic
perspective ... An excellent explanation
of what has happened to Europe in the
recent past." —
Roger Morgan, Times Literary Supplement
January Paper £9.95
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South Africa Without Apartheid
Dismantling Racial Domination
HERIBERT ADAM & KOGILA MOODLEY
A major contribution to understanding the complexities of South African society. The
authors' analysis is particularly sophisticated. The ideologues of whatever hue will not
approve of their approach, but those who seek enlightenment will find it here.'
J. S. Galbraith
'A realistic and tough-minded analysis that is also compassionate and optimistic. An
important book that is being published at a critical point in the South African crisis.'
Arend Lijphart.
£15.95 Hardback 3l8pp O-52O-O5769-4

Available Again:
South Africa': Time Running Out
The Report of the Study Commission on U.S. Policy Towards Southern Africa
Originally published in 1981, recent events have done nothing to diminish its
pertinence. For this printing, a brief new preface has been added.
£10.95 Paperback 544pp 0-520-04547-5

Post-Revolutionary Nicaragua
State, Class and the Dilemmas of Agrarian Policy
FORREST D. COLBURN
In this clear and well-documented study, an expert on Nicaragua examines the
dilemmas confronting a revolutionary regime in the Third World.
£14.95 Hardback 145pp 0-520-05524-1
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New from Edward Arnold

An Introduction to Comparative Politics
Geoffrey K. Roberts

This is a concise, comparative survey of the political systems of the five
most significant and commonly studied countries of the world: the
United Kingdom, USA, USSR, French Fifth Republic and Federal Republic
of Germany. The book is organized by reference to Easton's model of
the political system, and discusses systematically the structure and
function of each aspect of the political systems, with cross-
comparisons in each chapter. The differences between the USSR and
each of the four western democracies is illuminated by reference to
their historical development.

£6.95 net paper ISBN 0 7131 6476 X 256 pages
Publication August 1986

Edward A mold
41 Bedford Square, London WC1B3DQ
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CAMBRIDGE
The Sources of Social Power
Volume 1: History of Power from the Beginning to AD 1760
MICHAEL MANN
This is the first part of a three volume work on the nature of power in human
societies. Michael Mann identifies the four principal 'sources' of power as
being control over economic, ideological, military and political resources and
examines the inter-relations between these in a narrative history of power.

560 pp. 0 52130851 8 Hard covers £37.50 net
0 52131349X Paperback£12.95 net

Political Communications: The General
Election Campaign of 1983
Edited by IVOR CREWE and MARTIN HARROP
A unique mixture of academic research, professional experience and personal
reflection, Political Communications examines the crucial dialogue between
politicians and people that is conducted, via the Press, broadcasting and
opinion polls, during the course of a British election campaign. Scholarly
analysis is complemented by the contributions of individual experts from
advertising agencies, polling organisations and political parties.

324 pp. 0521304253 £25.00 net

An Introduction to Karl Marx
JON ELSTER

A concise and comprehensive introduction to Marx's social, political and
economic thought for the beginning student. The book gives a bibliographical
sketch of Marx's life and surveys in turn each of the central doctrines of
Marxist thought. Finally, John Elster assesses 'what is living and what is dead' in
the philosophy of Marx.

208 pp. 052132922 1 Hard covers £17.50 net
0 52133831X Paperback£5.95 net

Karl Marx: A Reader
Edited by JON ELSTER
A selection of Marx's most important writings organised around the major
themes in his thought. A brief introduction to each selection explains its
context and its place in Marx's argument. Designed as a companion to An
Introduction to Karl Marx, this book offers the student in the most concise
selection available the crucial texts needed to understand Marx's views.

352 pp. 0 521 329213 Hard covers £17.50 net
0 52133832 8 Paperback £6.95 net
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Inventing
Retirement
The Development of Occupational Pensions
in Britain
LESLIE HANNAH
Pension funds now account for a large portion of old age
incomes, of capital ownership, and of employee fringe
benefits. A hundred years ago they hardly existed. This book
examines the interplay of business, political and social
forces in this profound transformation, showing why old
age saving became rooted in the employment contract. The
analysis is based on historical materials on pension funds,
most of which have never previously been analysed, but this
new interpretation is skilfully interwoven with the more
familiar story of the development of state welfare and of
personnel management.

'This is a much-needed survey of an important strand in
British social provision . . . Occupational pensions . . . are
interesting and important . . . If you want to understand
why, read this book.' New Society

220 pp. 0 521303613 &19.50 net

Cambridge University Press
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Evaluating Select Committees and proposals for an
alternative perspective
Jaqi Nixon

Health care as a business? The emergence of a commercial hospital
sector in Britain
Geof Rayner

Resources and innovation in health care
Stuart Hay wood and Wendy Ranade

From state direction to self regulation: the historical development of
corporatism in British agriculture
Graham Cox, Philip Lowe and Michael Winter

Review feature: Government and industry
Government-industry relations: a review article
Stephen Wilks

Government and industry: the local dimension
Carol Vielba
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Notes for Contributors

1 All contributions should be sent to: The Editor, British Journal of Political Science, University
of Essex. Wivcnhoc Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SQ. They should not be sent to the Cambridge
University Press.

2 Articles submitted to the Journal should in general be between 5,000 and 12,000 words (or
equivalent in tables and figures) in length. An abstract not exceeding 120 words is required.

3 Notes and Comments arc welcome. A Note should contain a body of original information, a
new method for doing something or a new idea (speculation, argument, proof, etc.) presented in a
brief and unadorned form without inessential commentary. Comments containing criticisms of
articles published in the Journal and additional thoughts on them will be considered for early
publication, especially if they are short - say, under 1.000 words.

4 Most issues of the Journal contain a Review Article - either a detailed discussion of a single
book or a review of the state of some area of the discipline. Review Articles submitted without
prior consultation will be considered for publication, but in their own interest contributors would
be well advised not to prepare a Review Article specially for the Journal without first getting in
touch with the Review Articles Editor.

5 Contributors should note the Journal's editorial policy, which is as stated inside the front cover.

6 Authors of articles and Review Articles receive twenty-five free offprints. Additional copies
may be bought if they are ordered at proof stage.

7 Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not been previously published and is not
being considered for publication elsewhere. In the interest of authors, copyright is normally
assigned to the Cambridge University Press.

8 Contributions intended for publication should be submitted IN TRIPLICATE. Contributions
must be typed and may be reproduced in any clearly legible form. The preferred size of paper is A4
(81 x 11{ in), but quarto (8 x 10 in) or the US standard size (85 x 11 in) will also be accepted.
Because of postage costs, manuscripts not accepted for publication arc not normally returned to
the author unless their return is specifically requested.

9 The entire material of any article, including footnotes, quotations, appendices, etc., should be
double spaced, with left-hand margins of at least l i in. The preferred treatment of footnotes is that
they should be numbered consecutively in the text and typed all together at the end, beginning on a
fresh page.

10 Anyone who is preparing a manuscript lor submission to the Journal is urged to follow the
Journal's style sheet, which covers a number of detailed points concerning footnotes, punctuation,
spelling, etc. Copies of the style sheet can be obtained from the Editor. Footnote references
should always contain, in the case of books, the name of the author as it appears on the title
page, (he full title including any subtitle, the place of publication, the name of the publisher
and the date of publication, and. in the case of articles, the name of the author, the lull title.
the name of the journal, the volume number, the year and the page reference (number of tirst
and last page).

11 First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the Editor
an address through which they can be reached without delay and can guarantee to return the
corrected proofs to the Editor, by air mail where appropriate, within ten days of receiving them.
The master proof will always be sent directly to the Editor by the printer; contributors will receive
duplicates.
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